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Taylor Consulting and Contracting Joins Albireo Energy
Transactions Strengthen Albireo’s Energy Marketplace
Edison, New Jersey – November 27, 2018— Energy consulting and brokerage firm Taylor Consulting and
Contracting (“Taylor”) today announced it is partnering with Albireo Energy, LLC (“Albireo Energy”) to help
provide innovative solutions to the energy marketplace. This partnership will help Albireo Energy expand
its efforts into the deregulated energy space and help build upon a robust energy management and
procurement platform. Taylor will continue its day-to-day operations and will continue to communicate and
provide services to its customer base.
For over a decade, Taylor has helped thousands of businesses gain greater control over their utility bills, energy
prices, and contracts through its dedicated and talented team of market experts. Taylor has grown into an
industry leader by providing powerful energy management and procurement platforms, and winning
endorsements from the City of Philadelphia, the City of Boston, Independence Blue Cross, Dunkin’ Donuts, and
several others.
"Our acquisition of Taylor compliments our overall value-added offerings of sustainable energy savings and
infrastructure protection. Albireo Energy will be able to provide our clients proactive solutions to both use less
energy and lower the cost of energy," said Phil Rogers, CEO of Albireo Energy.
"We are thrilled to join Albireo Energy and Huron Capital," said Scott Stiner, COO of Taylor Consulting, "and we
very much look forward to our new collective future. Taylor has been a significant energy brokerage and data
collection firm for years and this merger with Albireo Energy will allow our collective customers to connect the
smart building with strategic procurement, budgeting and compliance services.”
About Albireo Energy
Albireo Energy provides building automation and integration solutions and energy services to commercial and
institutional buildings nationally. Their solutions and services help building owners and managers improve
efficiency and reduce operational costs while improving comfort for tenants. Through its operating divisions,
Albireo Energy has a history of providing exceptional solutions to mission critical facilities such as data centers,
labs, military installations, and hospitals. For more information, visit www.AlbireoEnergy.com.
About Taylor Consulting and Contracting
Taylor is one of the top 10 largest and most innovative energy management firms in the country. Taylor
specializes in providing high-level, ongoing, and customized energy management and optimization to
businesses of all sizes by utilizing its powerful, industry leading energy software and deep market expertise.
Learn more about who we are and what we do at www.taylorcc.com.
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